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ABSTRACT

Many Web sites include signi�cant and substantial pieces of information� in a way that is often
dicult to share� correlate and maintain� In many cases the management of a Web site can greatly
bene�t from the adoption of methods and techniques borrowed from the database �eld� This paper
introduces a methodology for designing and maintaining large Web sites based on the assumption
that data to be published in the site are managed using a DBMS� We see the process of designing
the site as the result of two intertwined activities� the database design and the hypertext design�
Each of these is further divided in a conceptual design phase and a logical design phase� based on
speci�c data models� A new logical data model� called adm� is used to describe the structure of a
Web hypertext� It is page�oriented� in the sense that the main construct is the one of page�scheme�
providing an intensional description of a class of pages in the site� Based on the adm scheme of
the site� we introduce a language� called Penelope� that allows to automatically generate HTML
pages starting from the database content� Penelope is also able to correlate di�erent pages in
a complex hypertext using a suitable URL invention mechanism to guarantee reference integrity�
adm and Penelope strongly support site maintenance� the �rst provides a concise description of
the site structure� it allows to reason about the overall organization of pages in the site� in order to
evaluate the e�ectiveness and eciency of the chosen structure� and possibly to restructure it� at
the same time� Penelope alleviates the burden of managing HTML �les by hand� and guarantees
link consistency in presence of updates and reorganizations�
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� Introduction

Because of the popularity of the World Wide Web �Web�� the need to organize large amounts of data
in hypertextual form is increasing� In fact� since the Web is becoming a major computing platform
and a uniform interface for sharing data� many organizations have found interest in delivering
information through the Web� both in Internet and in intranet environments� Because of this
growth of interest in the Web� many Web sites now contain valuable pieces of information� that
can represent a precious resource for their owners� Thus� great attention needs to be devoted to
their design and maintenance� In fact� whenever a site is to contain signi�cant amounts of data�
its design becomes a complex process that involves at least two aspects� On the one hand� there
are features of the design process that strictly concern data management� this is especially true
when it is necessary to manage large collections of data� coming from databases and corporate
information systems� On the other hand� the hypertext structure should be carefully designed in
order to provide a page organization to be e�ectively browsed by the users� Clearly� a careful design
needs to properly coodinate this two aspects�

To support the process of designing these large� data�intensive Web sites� several methodologies
�e�g� ���� ��� ���� have been recently proposed in the context of hypermedia design� These method�
ologies represent a �rst step towards the solution of the problem� They provide speci�c data models
and methodological steps to assist in the process of designing a hypermedia application�

However� we believe that the design process must also support the activity of maintaining sites�
Searching any of the popular Web index servers� such as Altavista ���� it can be seen that a large
number of sites� after being established� are almost completely abandoned� that is� they present
numerous errors and inconsistencies due to poor maintenance� also� their information is often
obsolete� In many cases� this is due to the fact that managing large collections of �les� the HTML
pages� is an activity that does not scale up well� due to the URL�based identi�cation mechanism
used in HTML� missing pages and inconsistencies in links often occur� The problem is even more
apparent when the site undergoes a major restructuring� all URLs and page structures have to
be changed in a coherent way�if this has to be done manually a tremendous e�ort is needed
and errors are likely to be introduced� We believe that the site designer should be freed from
the burden of generating and maintaining HTML pages� for example� once the overall structure
of the hypertext has been decided based on the underlying database resources� pages should be
automatically generated� moreover� the system should also take care of managing URL references�
enforcing consistency even in the presence of restructurings�

This paper presents the Araneus Web Design Methodology� a thorough and systematic design
process to organize and maintain large amounts of data in a Web hypertext� Our approach builds
on known hypermedia design methodologies ���� ��� ���� and extends them in several ways� in
order to automate the implementation and maintenance of the site and to allow for integration or
interaction with other information systems� In fact� although many ideas developed in this paper
can be considered of general applicability� we mainly focus on the case in which data to be published
in the site are kept in a �relational or object�oriented� database� In fact� database management
systems provide robust technology for managing large collections of data in a �exible and ecient
way� we thus aim at leveraging this technology to improve Web management and maintenance�
The database may be either pre�existing� or designed together with the Web site�

Thus� the overall methodology is based on two well distinguished and yet tightly interconnected
processes� the database design process and the hypertext design process� For each of these processes�
we distinguish a conceptual and logical design phase� in the spirit of databases ����� This allows to
isolate system features from higher�level perspectives� and facilitates the restructuring process�

Each hypertext design phase makes use of a suitable data model� the hypertext conceptual
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design is based on a data model called Navigation Conceptual Model �ncm�� inspired by RMM �����
similarly� the hypertext logical design is based on the Araneus Data Model �adm� ����� The
use of a speci�c logical data model for Web hypertexts is a distinctive feature of our approach�
di�erently from other models� adm allows to describe the structure of a site based on page types
and links� thus providing a concise representation of the hypertext organization� Moreover� once
the adm scheme of a site has been derived� a speci�c language� called Penelope ����� can be used
to map database structures to hypertextual structures and automatically generate HTML pages
based on the database content� Penelope statements specify how pages should be built starting
from database tables� it generates a complex hypertext� taking care of assigning URL to pages and
enforcing consistency between references�

We consider adm and Penelope important tools for maintaining a site� in fact� the �rst allows
to give a logical description of the site structure� this has several consequences� �rst� by carefully
isolating logical features from physical ones� we introduce a form of hypertext data independence�
similar to the one usually advocated for relational databases� moreover� the hypertext logical scheme
allows to reason about the overall organization of pages in the site� in order to evaluate the e�ec�
tiveness and eciency of the chosen structure� and possibly to restructure it� At the same time�
Penelope alleviates the burden of managing HTML �les by hand in presence of updates and
reorganizations� In this way� the designer can concentrate on the hypertext organization and use
Penelope to guarantee that the site is consistently updated�

This work is part of the Araneus Project ���� currently under development at Universit	a di
Roma Tre� Araneus aims at developing tools for mananaging Web data in the spirit of databases�
In this respect� the methodology presented in this paper �ts in a larger framework� whose goal is to
provide tools and techniques supporting the development of Web�based cooperative applications�
i�e�� applications that analyze and integrate data coming from di�erent Web sites�

The rest of the paper is organized as follows� Section � contains a general description of the
methodology and a comparison with related literature� The subsequent sections are devoted to
the presentation of the various steps of the methodology� Section 
 brie�y recalls relevant issues
related to the database conceptual and logical design activities� and introduces the University
Department Web site example we will refer to throughout the paper� Section � introduces ncm
and the hypertext conceptual design phase� this is the basis for the hypertext logical design phase�
based on adm� discussed in Section �� where also techniques for restructuring a site are presented�
In Section � we brie�y discuss the need for a presentation design phase and in Section � concentrate
on techniques for automatically generating HTML pages�

� Overview

The overall methodology is shown in Figure �� Both the database and hypertext design are in turn
divided in a conceptual design phase and a logical design phase� based on speci�c data models�

�
� The Araneus Design Methodology� Phases and Models

The starting point for the design process is a database conceptual design phase generating an
Entity�Relationship �ER� conceptual scheme ����� describing the organization of the underlying
domain in an implementation�independent manner� From this� the database logical �and possibly
physical� design can be derived based on standard techniques ���� ���� Note that� if the database is
pre�existent� these phases can be omitted� provided a conceptual scheme of the application domain
is available� otherwise� a reverse�engineering phase may be necessary in order to obtain a conceptual
scheme starting from the existing database�
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�� Database Conceptual Design �ER�

�� Hypertext Conceptual Design �NCM�

�� Hypertext Logical Design �ADM�
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Figure �� The Araneus Design Methodology

Our approach inherits from RMM ����� in the fact that the ER scheme also provides the basis
for hypertext design� However� in order to better isolate the structural properties of the resulting
hypertext� we distinguish two di�erent description levels� the hypertext conceptual level �phase 
�
and the hypertext logical level �phase ��� At the conceptual level� we try to abstract the hypertext
features� i�e�� the hypertext nodes and the paths to navigate between them� this is done using a
speci�c data model� called ncm� inspired by RMM ����� As a subsequent step� in order to detail
the hypertext organization in terms of pages and links� a logical design phase is necessary� this is
based on adm� the Araneus Data Model for Web hypertexts�

Finally� once the database and the hypertext logical design are complete� in order to phisically
generate HTML pages� the hypertext structure needs to be mapped to the database structure
�phase ��� to do this� page attributes are associated with the corresponding attributes coming from
tables or views over the database� Penelope can then be used to implement the mapping and
generate actual pages based on the database content�

In the rest of this section� we discuss the hypertext design phases in more detail� Note that
a speci�c phase �phase �� is needed in order to design the presentation� i�e�� the layout according
to which pieces of information in a page will be displayed� However� in the following we mainly
concentrate on data�management issues and do not develop further on this activity�
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Hypertext Conceptual Design

The hypertext conceptual design aims at describing how application domain concepts are to be
organized in hypertextual form� this activity is independent of the physical implementation� and
concentrates on two essential aspects� �i� deciding which conceptual entities will be part of the
hypertext� i�e�� will correspond to hypertextual �nodes�� �ii� choosing the paths to navigate between
entities� i�e�� how it will be possible to explore the network of nodes� Moreover� at this level� also
the hypertext access structure should be described� i�e�� how entities are to be aggregated in order
to provide a hierarchical organization of concepts to be explored by the user�

To give an example� consider a University Department Web site� suppose you have designed
an ER scheme describing entities �PROFESSOR� COURSE� ROOM� PUBLICATION� RESEARCH�GROUP

���� and relationships �PROFESSOR�OFFICE� COURSE�ROOM ����� When starting the hypertext
design� at the conceptual level� one should �rst consider how concepts will be organized in the site�
in this case� one has to decide which of the entities will be represented in the hypertext� in our
example� one could think of having PROFESSOR and COURSE but not ROOM �possibly absorbed by
the other two�� Then� paths through concepts have to be designed� transforming ER undirected
relationships into directed relationships� for example� one could decide to allow the navigation from
PROFESSOR to COURSE and not vice versa� Finally� entities should be aggregated in order to impose
a suitable access structure� for example� PUBLICATION and RESEARCH GROUP could be aggregated
under a common node called RESEARCH� whereas PROFESSOR and COURSE under EDUCATION� then�
in turn RESEARCH and EDUCATION could be aggregated under a node called DEPARTMENT� a sort of
root concept from which all Department activities can be reached� This results in a conceptual
scheme of the hypertext� The data model used at this step is called Navigation Conceptual Model
�ncm�� It is a variant of RMM� the data model proposed in �����

Hypertext Logical Design

On the other side� the hypertext logical design describes how pages are to be organized in the
Web site� this phase is speci�c of the Web framework� and aims at detailing the structure of the
hypertext as shown by the browser� At this level� we ignore the physical implementation of pages�
and concentrate on abstracting their logical features� i�e�� relevant pieces of information in the
page �e�g�� text or images� and their organization �e�g�� �at page� list or nested list�� To do this�
the hypertext conceptual scheme is translated into a logical scheme� based on the Araneus Data
Model �adm�� The main construct of adm is the one of page�scheme� each page�scheme is a type�
describing the structure of a set of homogeneous pages in the site� Each page is seen as an object
with an URL plus a set of attributes� these can be either simple� like text� images� sounds� or
complex� complex attributes are lists of tuples� possibly nested� Page�schemes are connected using
links� used to describe navigations in the site�

The logical design phase consists in mapping the conceptual hypertext scheme to an adm logical
scheme� in this process� entities and aggregations are translated to page�schemes and directed
relationships to links� We adopt a two�step approach� �i� we �rst discuss how ncm constructs can
be mapped to page�schemes� in order to obtain a �rst logical skeleton� �ii� then� we reconsider
such skeleton� and introduce a set of transformations that can be applied on the adm scheme in
order to improve the overall eciency and e�ectiveness� The reason for adopting such a composite
process is to emphasize the �exibility of the adm data model in reorganizing the designed hypertext�
Clearly� reorganizations may occur in the site lifetime� and usually require a great e�ort in order to
correspondently maintain the system� adm is a natural framework for reasoning about the actual
organization of the site� and provides useful support to these activities�

We consider this translation to the logical level as being very important in this context� in
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fact� essential design choices can be made only at this level� To give an example� consider again
the Department Web site� starting from the site conceptual scheme� in order to have a complete
description of the site structure� it is necessary to describe how pages are to be organized� for
example� one may think of generating a page for each instance of the PROFESSOR entity� whereas
a single page could contain a list of all instances of the COURSE entity� These choices are crucial
in designing the �nal site organization and can strongly in�uence both the user interaction with
the site� and the performance of the system� In fact� adm schemes o�er a concise representation of
the site� based on which the e�ectiveness and eciency of the chosen structure can be evaluated�
possibly to restructure it�

Hypertext to DB Mapping and Page Generation

In this phase� a mapping between data in hypertext pages and values in the database is established�
To give an example� suppose we have a page� called PROFESSOR PAGE for each professor in our
hypertext logical scheme� reporting the name and all courses given by that professor� suppose also
data about professors is stored in the database in a table called PROFESSOR and data about courses
in a table called COURSES� in order to �ll�out the page we need to access data in both tables�
more speci�cally� we need to map the NAME attribute in page PROFESSOR PAGE to the corresponding
attribute in table PROFESSOR� and the list of courses to tuples in table COURSES�

Note that� in general� a view design phase is necessary to do the mapping� In this phase� views
over the database are used to isolate portions of the database relevant for the Web site� in fact�
the site is usually built on a speci�c external scheme on the underlying database� Such an external
scheme is implicitly chosen during the hypertext conceptual and logical design phases� In essence�
we can consider the �nal hypertext itself as a hypertextual view over the original database� This
is especially true if data come from a pre�existent database� in this case� data in the hypertext
may be organized in a signi�cantly di�erent way with respect to the starting database� As an
example� assume in the hypertext we decide to distinguish graduate courses from undergraduate
ones� presumably� this distinction is not in the database� and must be introduced by generating
two suitable views� one for graduate and one for undergraduate courses� based on the type of the
course� then� we can map each list of courses to the appropriate view�

In Araneus� the hypertext to database mapping is based on the hypertext and database logical
scheme� We associate with each page�scheme in the adm scheme a set of database tables and views�
containing all relevant information for the corresponding pages� Then� each page attribute is
mapped to attributes in the associated tables� A speci�c programming language� called Penelope
can be used to this end� Penelope programs automatically generate HTML pages based on the
page�scheme structure and on the associated template� Note that two di�erent choices are possible
here� �i� pages can be either generated starting from the database� materialized and stored in HTML
�les� or �ii� can be dynamically generated upon request� These two alternatives are sometimes called
push and pull approach� respectively �
��� The �rst alternative has clear advantages in terms of
performance� since it cuts database access costs� but requires to update the hypertext periodically
to re�ect database changes� Penelope supports both push and pull solutions� it can generate
and materialize hypertext pages starting from the database content� or be used to dynamically
generate pages using CGI�scripts� Moreover� it also allows for intermediate solutions� in which
some of the pages� those considered more stable� are materialized� and some others� considered
somehow more volatile� are dynamically generated upon request� Note that Penelope greatly
simpli�es site maintenance� on the one hand� updates to the underlying database are directly
re�ected on the site� on the other side� URLs are kept consistent also in the presence of page
insertion or deletion �this is based on the speci�c URL invention mechanism used by Penelope�
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borrowed from object�oriented databases ������
At the same time� Penelope keeps track of the logical organization of the site� in order to

generate a highly structured repository� which can be queried using high level query languages�
This is important for several reasons� the main one being that data in the site can be e�ectively
used only if they can be extracted and manipulated using high�level tools� Pages generated by
Penelope are enriched with suitable meta�information� in essence� meta�tags are used to document
the organization of data inside the page� i�e�� the logical page�type� Suppose� for example� that
the adm scheme of our Department contains a page�scheme PROFESSOR� describing the structure of
professors� home pages� Suppose also these pages have attributes Name and Phone Number� Meta�
tags are used to mark these relevant pieces of information inside the HTML source� each meta tag is
embedded inside a HTML comment� so that it is completely transparent when the page is displayed
by a browser� At the same time� however� it greatly facilitates data access� in order to extract from
the home page of a Professor the name or the phone�number� it is sucient to access the page� and
then search for the appropriate meta�tags� using an ordinary parser or tools speci�cally designed
for wrapping HTML pages �e�g� ��� ���� and extract the string between them�

�
� Related Work

Various methodologies have been recently presented in the context of hypermedia design� including
HDM ���� ���� RMM ���� and OOHDM ����� All of them introduce models for the description of
hypermedia applications� the essential constructs being the ones of entity� link and menu� the latter
used to represent access structures�

Both RMM and OOHDM organize the design process in speci�c phases� �i� conceptual data
design� i�e�� a conceptual description of the domain of interest� based on ER or on object�oriented
data models� �ii� navigational design� based on speci�c data models� �iii� interface design� �iv�
implementation� Araneus builds on these proposals� with several di�erences� �rst� we see the
design process as the result of a strict interconnection between a database and a hypertext design
activity� thus� we clearly distinguish the database design process from the hypertext design process�
moreover� we isolate conceptual aspects of the hypertext from logical aspects� whereas the data
models used in ���� ��� mix together conceptual constructs� like the one of entity or directed rela�
tionship with logical �or even �physical�� aspects� such as guided tours or indexed tours� �nally� we
speci�cally focus on maintenance aspects and try to provide tools supporting site reorganizations�

The distinction between conceptual and logical aspects is essential in our approach� In fact�
our Navigation Conceptual Model �ncm� is a variant of RMM� in which some of the constructs
�like guided tours� are not included� On the contrary� we use a speci�c page�oriented data model
for the description of the site at a logical level� which is absent in other proposals� This fact has
several consequences� For example� in RMM it is not possible to specify whether each instance of
an entity should correspond to a single page or all instances should be in a single page� Moreover�
it is dicult to reason about performance issues� since� for example� there is no notion of form� a
construct very common in Web sites� At the same time� the absence of a concise description of the
page structure makes restructurings more dicult�

In this respect� HDM ���� ��� provides a �rst solution by distinguishing two di�erent design
activities� authoring in the large and authoring in the small� Authoring in the large aims at
describing the overall organization and behaviour of a hypermedia application� whereas authoring
in the small deals with speci�c details in the application� This is somehow similar to our distinction
between conceptual and logical level� HDM mainly focuses on authoring in the large� and only some
constructs �node type� frame� slot� are given for authoring in the small� however� this is not sucient
for a complete description of a page structure� since� for example� there is no complex data type to
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model lists or nested lists inside pages�
Di�erently from the above approaches� which do not support the automatic generation of pages�

the organization of our methodology aims at supporting not only the design process� but also the
maintenance process� on the one side� the conceptual and logical description of the site represent
an essential documentation� based on which the overall quality of the chosen structure can be
evaluated� both in terms of e�ectiveness and performance� possibly allowing for re�organizations�
on the other side� Penelope guarantees that consistency in the site will be maintained� even in
presence of restructurings�

Several commercial database systems �see� for example� ��� 
�� now provide functionalities for
the automatic generation of pages� However� they mainly allow for dynamically generating a single
page at a time� containing a set of database tuples �the so�called pull approach �
���� usually�
the skeletons of pages are kept inside the database� pages contain speci�c HTML tags� which
specify that� in order to �ll one page� an SQL query is to be run against the database� once
the query has been executed� the resulting table is inserted in the body of the page returned to
the user� The language Penelope described in this paper can be used to this end� however� pull
approaches often su�er poor performances� due to the need to open a database connection whenever
a page is to be generated� to improve performance� Penelope also supports push solutions� it can
materialize a whole hypertext based on the database content� storing pages in HTML �les� Another
important di�erence is that our approach is based on a speci�c data model� used to describe the
hypertext organization at a logical level� whereas the issue of hypertext structure is not addressed
in commercial products�

A language for automatic generation of pages for Web sites has been recently proposed in the
STRUDEL project ���� ���� This is based on a di�erent approach� in which graphs in the spirit
of UnQL ���� are used to describe the structure of a site� thus� there is no conceptual nor logical
scheme of the site as intended in this paper�

Other relevant works are concerned with speci�c aspects of the design process� like the site
deployment over the network ���� or the interaction with the site ����� Both of these proposals use
RMM as a design methodology�

� Phases � and �� Database Conceptual and Logical Design

We assume that data to be published on the site is to be managed using a DBMS� Thus� there
is a tight interconnection between designing the hypertext and designing the underlying database�
Note that the database can be either pre�existent or to be implemented� If the database is to be
explicitly set�up� a conceptual and a logical design phase are needed� These phases are clearly not
necessary if an existing database is to be used�

In either case� the starting point for our approach is a conceptual description of the domain of
interest� based on an Entity Relationship �ER� ���� scheme� which is rather standard in database
design� however� the design process could be easily extended to any conceptual data model� The
example we shall refer to throughout the paper consists in the design and implementation of
�a portion of� a University Department Web site� The corresponding ER scheme� presented in
Figure ��� describes information about people and activities in the department� It represents
a conceptual description of the application domain that is �neutral� with respect to any actual
implementation� based on entities and relationships among entities� We assume that the ER scheme
has been designed based on standard techniques and do not develop on this issue� to concentrate

�The conceptual and logical schemes are clearly based on some simplifying assumptions � for example in choosing
keys � and consider only a subset of relevant features of a Department database�
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on the hypertext design activity�
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Figure �� Department ER scheme

In our example� we also suppose that a relational database is available� containing the following
relations �keys are underlined��

PROFESSOR�Name� Area� Photo� e�mail� Phone� RoomNum�

STUDENT�Name� Area� Photo� e�mail� Tutor�

ADMSTAFF�Name� Area� Photo� e�mail� Position�

COURSE�Name� Type� Description� Instructor�

LESSON�CourseName� Day� Hour� RoomNum�

SEMINAR�Title� Author� Date� Hour� Abstract� Responsible�

PUBLICATION�Title� Abstract� Year� Reference�

RESEARCH�GROUP�Name� Topic�

PERSON�IN�GROUP�Name� Group�

PUBLICATION�AUTHORS�Name� Title�

� Phase �� Hypertext Conceptual Design using ncm

In our perspective� describing the conceptual properties of an hypertext involves three main activ�
ities� as follows�

� describing the conceptual entities that are part of the hypertext� i�e�� the hypertext nodes�
each entity describes a real world object present in the hypertext� and can be seen as an
aggregation of several attributes� this is coherent with the fact that� similarly to a database�
a hypertext is based on a model of the underlying domain� note that not all ER entities
have to be also hypertext nodes� for example� with reference to Figure �� PROFESSOR and
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PUBLICATION will most probably be hypertext nodes� i�e�� relevant classes of objects in the
�nal hypertext� whereas ROOM may not�

� describing the hypertextual paths to navigate between entities� i�e�� how it is possible to
explore the network of nodes� with respect to traditional ER relationships� the description of
paths between entities requires to introduce a notion of direction� because in the hypertext a
navigation always goes from a source to a destination node�

� describing which access paths should the hypertext provide starting from a source node in
order to locate information of interest� this corresponds to organizing entities in a hierarchy
of concepts to be explored by the user�

ncm is a data model to describe a hypertext conceptual scheme�

�
� ncm� A Conceptual Data Model for Web Hypertexts

ncm is inspired to RMM ����� although depurated of all non�conceptual features� There are two
main classes of constructs in ncm� nodes and links� There are three di�erent kinds of nodes�
and two di�erent kinds of links� Among these constructs� macroentities� union nodes and directed
relationships aim at describing a hypertextual view of the underlying domain� whereas aggregation
nodes and aggregation links are used to design the hypertext hierarchical access structure �the
corresponding graphical symbols are reported in Figure 
��

� Macroentities� a macroentity is a node corresponding to a class of objects in the application
domain� macroentities have attributes� which can be either simple or complex �a complex
attribute is in turno composed of simple or complex attributes� that is� nesting is allowed��
each attribute has an associated cardinality� and thus can be either mono or multivalued�
For each macroentity �at least� one descriptive key must be indicated� A descriptive key of
a macroentity is a set of attributes with two properties� �i� it is a key �in the usual sense�
for instances of the macro�entity and �ii� it is explicative about the corresponding instance�
i�e�� the user should directly infer the meaning of its values� Consider again the Department
Example� a descriptive key for a SEMINAR macroentity is made of the Title and the Author
of the seminar� although the title alone may suce to identify di�erent seminar� it does not
convey enough meaning about the corresponding seminar� so that also the name of the author
is needed to satisfy the second property��

� Union Nodes� a union node corresponds to the union of several �possibly heterogeneous�
hypertext nodes� In conceptual data models IS�A relationships are used for several pur�
poses ��� ���� besides specifying inheritance constraints� they describe di�erent roles that
a type can play� and provide types corresponding to the union of other types� This latter
aspect is very important also in a hypertextual framework� in fact� in this context� typing is
usually rather loose� and structurally similar navigations often allow to reach objects with
di�erent properties� Union nodes in ncm are used to model types corresponding to the union
of di�erent macroentities�

� Aggregation Nodes� aggregation nodes and aggregation links are the ncm primitives that
allow to model the hypertext access structure� An aggregation node describes an aggregation

�As for external identi�ers in the ER model ����� external descriptive keys may be allowed in ncm� i�e�� keys
comprising not only attributes of the speci�c macroentity� but also attributes of other macroentities reachable from
the given one via directed relationships�
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or classi�cation of macroentities� aggregation links go from the node to the corresponding
macroentities� Aggregations may either correspond to inheritance hierarchies �see for exam�
ple� PEOPLE as an aggregation of PROFESSOR and STUDENT�� or be explicitly introduced in
order to better organize information inside the hypertext� Note that� while directed rela�
tionships describe navigations between instances of macroentities� following aggregation links
corresponds essentially to selecting di�erent classes of concepts among those present in the
hypertext�

� Directed Relationships� a directed relationship describes how it is possible to navigate in
the hypertext from a source node to a destination node based on their conceptual relation�
ships� cardinality constraints associated with the source node are used to model the number
of instances of the destination node associated with one instance of the source node� as a
special case� symmetric directed relationships are used to indicate that navigation between
the two nodes can proceed in both ways�

� Aggregation Links� an aggregation link is used to connect an aggregation node to the the
corresponding hypertext nodes�

�
� From ER to ncm

During the hypertext conceptual design phase� the ncm scheme is derived from the ER scheme� The
approach we present may be considered �bottom�up� ����� in the sense that hypertext constructs
are derived from corresponding constructs in the ER scheme� The main methodological steps are
summarized in Table �� In the following� we discuss each design steps� trying to present in more
detail ncm constructs� their relationships with similar ER constructs� and the main design guidelines
underlying the translation of the ER scheme into a conceptual hypertext scheme� Examples mainly
refer to the ncm scheme of the University Department� shown in Figure ��
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Figure 
� Graphical Representation of ncm Constructs

Step ���	 Designing Macroentities

Macroentities are intensional descriptions of classes of real world objects to be presented in the
hypertext� They indicate the smallest �autonomous� pieces of information which have an inde�
pendent existence in the hypertext� Examples of macroentities� in our department Web site are
STUDENT and COURSE� Elementary properties of macroentities are described by attributes� which
can be either simple i�e�� atomic� or complex� i�e�� structured� cardinalities may be associated with
attributes� so that they can be either mono or multi�valued �����
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Table �� Hypertext Conceptual Design Steps	

Step 
��� Designing
Macroentities

macroentities are chosen among entities in the ER scheme�
a macroentity may either correspond to a single entity� or
to a view over the ER conceptual scheme� i�e� to a portion
of the scheme involving several entities and relationships�

Step 
��� Designing
Union Nodes

union nodes model types corresponding to the union of dif�
ferent macroentities� they are mainly obtained by mapping
ER hierarchies� or may be explicitly introduced to model
navigations involving di�erent macroentities�

Step 
�
� Designing
Directed

Relationships

directed relationships model navigations between hypertext
nodes� based on conceptual associations� they are a directed
counterpart of �undirected� relationships in the ER scheme�

Step 
��� Designing
Aggregations

aggregation nodes and aggregation links are used to classify
and organize hypertext concepts in order to impose a hier�
archical access structure� some aggregations directly come
from IS�A hierarchies in the ER scheme� others need to be
explicitly introduced�

Macroentities are naturally derived from ER entities or� in some cases� from views over entities
and relationships� In particular each entity representing objects which are considered relevant and
independent in the hypertext� originates a macroentity� In our example� STUDENT� PUBLICATION�
ADMSTAFF and RESEARCH GROUP macroentities are derived from the correponding ER entities� For
simplicity� we name macroentities with the same name as the corresponding entity� In other cases�
macroentities are derived from views over several entities and relationships� as an example� consider
the fragment of scheme about courses� lessons� and rooms� in this case� ROOM and LESSON are not
considered as autonomous concepts in the hypertext design� Thus� we choose to incorporate them in
suitable macroentities� the �rst one� called COURSE contains cumulative information about courses�
lessons and rooms� the second one� called SEMINAR� about seminars and rooms� the third one�
PROFESSORS� about professors and their oces� this essentially corresponds to designing a view ����
over the ER scheme for each of these macroentities �see Figure ��� Note that the view de�nition
process may give rise to multivalued attributes� for example to model all lessons associated with
an instance of macroentity COURSE�

Step ���	 Designing Union Nodes

Union types naturally arise when translating ER hierarchies� Consider for example the ER fragment
describing publications and their authors� the author of a publication may be either a professor
or a student� In order to model this fact� a type corresponding to the union of PROFESSOR and
STUDENT is needed� In other cases� they can be explicitly introduced in order to model navigations
involving distinct macroentities�
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Step ���	 Designing Directed Relationships

Directed relationships describe navigations between macroentities� or between a macroentity and
a union node� based on conceptual associations� A directed relationship is described by its source
and target nodes� and by cardinality constraints� Note that a symmetric directed relationship� that
is a relationship where the two partecipating macroentities can be both source and target nodes�
can be considered as composed by two asymmetric directed relationship�

In general� directed relationships are derived from ER relationships� In our example� a directed
relationship from macroentity SEMINAR and PROFESSOR in the ncm scheme models the fact that� in
our hypertextual perception of the application domain� it is possible to navigate from seminars to
their respective organizers �and not vice�versa�� similary� a symmetric directed relationship between
PROFESSOR and macroentity COURSE is used to describe the fact that it will be possible to navigate
the association between the two concepts in both ways �see Figure ���

Step ��
	 Designing Aggregations

In many cases� aggregations are a natural counterpart of ER hierarchies �see for example� PEOPLE
as an aggregation of PROFESSOR and STUDENT�� in other cases they may be explicitly introduced in
order to better organize information inside the hypertext �for example� professors� seminars and
administrative sta� are aggregated under a concept of �general Department matters���

Note that� in order to better organize concepts� aggregations may also aggregate other ag�
gregation nodes� in our example� RESEARCH is an aggregation node corresponding to PEOPLE�
PUBLICATION and RESEARCH GROUP� in turn� PEOPLE aggregates professors and students� A root
aggregation node is usually present to represent the hypertext entry point �DEPARTMENT in our
example��

Sometimes� aggregation of a macroentity is only partial� that is� only a subset of instances of
the macroentity is to be aggregated� this can be modeled in ncm by attaching labels to aggregation
links� each label is associated with a predicate on instances of the destination node and is used to
specify that only instances satisfying the predicate are considered as part of the aggregation� In our
Department example� we may think of aggregating under the name EDUCATIONmacroentities COURSE
and PROFESSOR� However� it is reasonable to distinguish graduate courses from undergraduate ones�
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Figure �� The Department ncm scheme

links with di�erent labels ��undergraduate� and �graduate�� are used to this end �see Figure ���

� Phase �� Hypertext Logical Design using adm

The core of our methodology is the development of the adm ���� scheme� which represents an
abstract description of actual pages in the Web site� In fact� coherently with their conceptual
nature� ncm schemes describe how concepts can be navigated in the target hypertext� On the
other side� actual Web hypertexts are essentially graphs of pages� these two ways of organizing
information can be rather far away from each other� and speci�c methodological steps are needed
in order to derive the second from the �rst� The hypertext logical design phase is concerned
with these aspects� It is based on a logical hypertext data model� called adm ����� which allows
to describe in a tight and concise way the structure of HTML pages by abstracting their logical
features� In fact� we say that the model is page oriented� in the sense that it recognizes the central
role that pages play in this framework�

�
� adm Page�schemes

The fundamental feature of adm is the notion of page�scheme� which resembles the notion of
relation scheme in relational databases or class in object�oriented databases� a page�scheme is an
intensional description of a set of Web pages with common features� An instance of a page�scheme
is a Web page� which is considered as an object with an identi�er �the URL� and a set of attributes�
Moreover� there is one speci�c aspect in this framework with no counterpart in traditional data
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models� On a page�scheme a special constraint can be speci�ed in order to model an important
case in this framework� when a page�scheme is �unique�� it has just one instance� in the sense that
there are no other pages with the same structure� Tipically� at least the home page of each site
falls in this category�

Page features are described by means of attributes� which may have simple or complex type�
Simple attributes are monovalued and correspond to atomic pieces of information� like text� images
or other multimedia types� Links are simple attributes of a special kind� used to model hypertextual
links� each link is a pair �anchor� reference�� where the reference is the URL of the destination page�
possibly concatenated to an o�set� inside the target page�scheme� and anchor is a text or an image�
Anchors for links may either be constant strings� or correspond to tuples of attributes� to give an
example� in the Department Web site� we might want to link each course page with the page of
the corresponding professor� to do this� we can add a link attribute to the course page� where the
reference is the URL of the corresponding instructor page� and the anchor is made of two text
attributes� namely the �rst and last name of the instructor�

Complex attributes are multivalued attributes and represent �ordered� collections of objects�
that is� lists of tuples� Component types in lists can be in turn multivalued� and therefore nested lists
are allowed� It should be noted that we have chosen lists as the only multivalued type since repeated
patterns in Web pages are physically ordered� Note that attributes may be labeled �optional� in
order to allow null values�

adm also provides two more constructs� that we consider particularly relevant in the Web
framework� First� adm� like ncm� also provides a heterogeneous union type� in order to provide
�exibility in modelling� according to the heterogeneous nature of the Web� Moreover� an important
construct in Web pages is represented by forms� Forms are used to execute programs on the server
and dynamically generate pages� adm provides a form type� in order to abstract the logical features
of an HTML form� we see it as a virtual list of tuples� each tuple has as many attributes as the
�ll�in �elds of the form� plus a link to the resulting page�� such lists are virtual since tuples are
not stored in the page but correspond to submissions of the form� Thus� forms and lists are tightly
related in adm� however� the distinction between the two has important implications on the way
data can be accessed in the site�

We represent an adm scheme as a directed multigraph� nodes in the scheme graph are page
schemes� the symbol for a unique page�scheme recalls a single page� whereas that for non�unique
page�schemes recalls a �stack� of pages� edges are used to denote links� The graphical representation
of adm constructs is shown in Figure ��

The hypertext logical design phase aims at producing an adm scheme starting from the ncm
hypertext conceptual speci�cations� The hypertext logical design can be seen as a two�step process�
�rst� based on a sequence of systematic� simple steps� a skeleton of the adm scheme is built by
mapping ncm to adm contructs� then� this �rst adm scheme can be further restructured in order
to improve e�ectiveness and eciency� The main methodological steps are shown in Table �� In
the following� we �rst discuss how ncm constructs can be mapped to page�schemes� and then how
to restructure the resulting adm scheme�

�
� From ncm to adm

A translation from ncm to adm essentially consists in mapping ncm nodes to page�schemes and
ncm links to adm link attributes� There are three main methodological steps in this process� as
shown in Table �� In the following� we discuss these steps in more detail�

�Forms introduce several speci�c data types� such as checkboxes� radios or selections� We ignore these aspects here
for simplicity� and consider only attributes of type text� All ideas can be easily generalized to the most general case�
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Step 
��	 Mapping Macroentities

There are several ways of organizing the presentation of a macroentity instance using Web pages�
The most natural way is to use one page for each macroentity instance� As an alternative� several
linked pages can be used to present di�erent aspects of the same instance� this is particularly
convenient when the corresponding macroentity is particularly rich� and can be seen under di�erent
perspectives� At the opposite end� all instances of particular macroentities may in some cases be
presented in a single page� although there is no de�nitive rule� this latter representation seems
more appropriate when instances have a particularly concise description� In our example� this may
be true for instances of the SEMINAR macroentity� for which a single page listing all seminars is a
reasonable representation�

Thus� when mapping macroentities to page�schemes� a �rst design choice consists in choosing
which macroentities will be translated on a page�per�instance basis� and for which ones a single
page listing all instances is appropriate� In the former case� a page�scheme with the same attributes
as the macroentity is generated� In the latter case� the resulting page�scheme will consist of a list
of tuples having the same attributes as the starting macroentity� Note that� when translating
attributes� ncm single valued attributes are mapped to adm simple attributes �text� image ecc��
and ncm multivalued attributes are mapped to adm lists� Figures � and � show the mapping of
macroentities PROFESSOR and SEMINAR into the corresponding adm page�schemes� instances of the
former will be presented in separate pages� while instances of the latter will be items of a list�

Step 
��	 Mapping Directed Relationships

Directed relationships are mapped to links between page�schemes� As a preliminary step� all ncm
symmetric relationships are split in two asymmetric relationships� Then� several design choices are
possible� based on the adm translation of the partecipating macroentities and on the cardinality
of the relationship� A new attribute is added to the source page�scheme �i�e�� the page�scheme
corresponding to the source macroentity�� this attribute may be either a link attribute� if the
cardinality of the relationship is at most one� or a list of links� if the cardinality is n� The link
anchor is in both cases to be chosen among the descriptive keys of the target macroentity� the link
reference is based on the URL of the target page�scheme� di�erent choices may be made if instances
of the target macroentity have been mapped to pages or items in a list or a page�scheme� in the
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Table �� Hypertext Logical Design Steps

Step ���� Mapping

Macroentities

macroentities are mapped to page�schemes� a macroentities
is either mapped to a non�unique page�scheme or to a unique
page�scheme with a list�

Step ���� Mapping

Directed

Relationships

directed relationships among macroentities are mapped to
link attributes between the corresponding page�schemes�
� to � relationships map to monovalued link attributes�
whereas � to N relationships to lists of links� ncm union
nodes are naturally mapped using adm heterogeneous union
types�

Step ��
� Mapping

Aggregations

aggregation nodes generate more page�schemes� where link
attributes are used to model aggregation nodes�

Step ���� Restruc�

turing the Logical

Scheme

the logical scheme generated after the previous steps is an�
alyzed and restructured to improve e�ectiveness and e�
ciency�

latter case� an o�set inside the page� i�e�� a pointer to a portion of the page� may be added in order
to reference a speci�c tuple in the list�

Figures � and �� illustrate this process� In Figure �� to model the directed relationship from
seminars to the corresponding responsible professors� since a single professor is associated with each
seminar� a link is added to attribute SeminarList in page�scheme SEMINAR LIST PAGE� it allows the
navigation from each seminar �i�e�� each item in the list� to the corresponding professor� Note that
the link anchor corresponds to the descriptive key of the target macroentity� Then� we consider
the ��n Author directed relationship between professors and their publications� the relationship is
split in two directed relationships� and each of them is translated separately� In Figure ��� Author
relationship from professors to publications is mapped to a list of links �PublList� in page�scheme
PROFESSOR PAGE� each item in the list points to one item in PUBLICATION LIST PAGE� Finally� the
mapping of the two directed relationships between PROFESSOR and COURSE is shown in Figure ���

Step 
��	 Mapping Aggregations

Each ncm aggregation node is mapped to an adm unique page�scheme� ncm aggregation links
correspond to link attributes� with some subtleties� if the destination node is in turn an aggregation
node or a macroentity mapped to a unique page�scheme� a single link to the corresponding page�
scheme is used� the anchor to be used is a constant string� usually corresponding to the target
page�scheme name� On the contrary� if the target node is a macroentity mapped to a page�scheme
or a union node� an adm list attribute is added to the source page�scheme� each item in the list is
a link to one instance of the destination page�scheme� note that� also in this case� predicates can
be used to label adm links�

An example is given in Figure ��� where aggregation RESEARCH is mapped to page�scheme
RESEARCH PAGE� Since one of the components nodes is an aggregation node� PEOPLE� this is in turn
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mapped to page�scheme PEOPLE PAGE�

Step 
�
	 Restructuring the Logical Scheme

After all ncm primitives have been mapped to adm constructs� based on the steps described above�
a �rst adm skeleton results� Althought this logical scheme somehow re�ects the conceptual ncm
scheme� it may present some limitations� In particular� data may not be suciently organized and
complex or counterintuitive navigations may be required in order to access information� Moreover�
some of the page�schemes can be considered too dense� and thus hardly e�ective� As an example�
when mapping directed relationships to lists of links� lists with a large number of items may arise�
thus making the corresponding pages potentially very long and dicult to browse�

In order to solve these problems� the adm scheme can be restructured� reorganizing information
and navigation paths without changing the conceptual hypertext structure� Note that adm provides
a description of the site that is close to the user perception of it� Hence� logical reorganizations of
pages are simple and e�ective� Here� we present several main classes of reorganizations� as follows�
it is important to note that� for each of these transformations� also the converse is possible�

Slicing page�schemes Page�schemes corresponding to particularly rich macroentities may be
split in two �or more� page�schemes� each presenting a subset of the attributes of the page�scheme� in
this way� di�erent perspectives of the same concept can be o�ered� Note that this activity resembles
the slice design activity in RMM ����� Consider for example page�scheme PROFESSOR PAGE� to avoid
the generation of large pages� which may be hard to consult for the user� we might think of isolating
general information �like name� photo� phone� room number� e�mail address� plus the list of courses�
from data concerning research� to do this� the original page�scheme can be split in two� as shown
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Figure �� Logical Design Step �� Mapping Directed Relationships

in Figure �
� Clearly� the two �or more� parts may overlap on some attributes�

Introducing Multi Level Lists and Forms Another common case is the one of lists containing
a very large number of items� that make very dicult to data inside a page� in this case� two
alternatives are possible� �i� the list can be reorganized introducing di�erent levels� or �ii� it may
be substituted by a form� In the �rst case� items in the list are grouped based on some criterion�
and each group is moved to a di�erent page� the original list will thus contain a fewer numeber
of entries� i�e�� one for each group of items� With respect to our Department Example� to access
a particularly large number of student pages from PEOPLE PAGE� we might think of introducing
a multi�level list� dividing students on the basis of their initial� In this way� the original page
contains only one item for each initial� pointing to a page containing the list of all students with
that initial� As an alternative� very long lists may be substituted using forms� in this way� list items
are not to be physically stored in the page� but may be encoded using some program running on
the server� when a request is made based on the form� the program is executed and only relevant
items are returned� In the Department example� we decide to substitute the list of students in page
PEOPLE PAGE with a form such that� by specifying the name of a student� the corresponding page
is returned� This transformation is shown in Figure ���

Other Transformations In other cases� it may be necessary to �atten nested lists� In fact�
nested lists may sometimes be considered as dicult to read� in these cases� intermediate pages
can be introduced in order to unnest the list� nested levels are substituted by simple links� each
pointing to a new page containing all tuples at that level�

In Figure �� shows the �nal adm scheme for the Department example�
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� Phase �� Presentation Design

Once the logical scheme has been developed� a layout should be designed for each page�scheme�
this phase� which we call presentation design� consists in choosing the right appearance to present
pieces of information in a page� Choosing the right page layout is very important in order to make
pages attractive to users and to better convey information� however� in the following we mainly
concentrate on data�management issues and do not develop further on this activity� We suppose
that� as a result of an presentation design step� a page template� i�e�� a single� prototypical page�
has been designed for each page�scheme� The template represents at one time a sample of the page
layout and a skeleton according to which construct the page� Such a template will be used by
penelope to generate instances of the page�scheme based on the corresponding skeleton� It is worth
noting that our approach� which clearly distinguishes the page logical features from the presentation
and the physical implementation� allows to see the presentation design as an orthogonal activity�
whose outcomes can be easily incorporated� using Penelope� in the �nal hypertext�

	 Phase �� Hypertext to DB Mapping and Page Generation using

Penelope

As a �nal step� we need to generate pages starting from the database content� In Araneus� this
process is supported by a speci�c language� called Penelope ����� which automatically generates
HTML source code based on suitable speci�cations� However� before being able to write Penelope
statements� we need to establish a mapping between the database and the hypertext� in fact� it is
necessary to specify which of the database tables and attributes will contribute to generate pages
for each speci�c page�scheme� As an example� consider pages relative to research groups� described
by page�scheme RESEARCH GROUP PAGE in Figure ��� The page�scheme has the following structure
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Figure ��� Logical Design Step �� Mapping Directed Relationships

�described in the Araneus Data De�nition Language��

PAGE�SCHEME RESEARCH GROUP PAGE

Name� TEXT�

TopicList� LIST�OF � Topic � TEXT���

MemberList� LIST�OF � Member � TEXT�

ToMember � LINK�TO PROF GENERAL PAGE

UNION STUDENT PAGE���

To generate a page we need to know� �i� the research group name� �ii� the research topics
for that particular group� �iii� the names of the group members and the URLs of the respective
pages� Thus� the database portion relevant for the page�scheme involves several database tables�
namely RESEARCH�GROUP and PERSON�IN�GROUP �see the database logical scheme in Section 
�� In
essence� the information in the pages over this page�scheme corresponds to a view over the original
database� in which groups and members are joined together� as follows�

create view RESEARCH GROUP PAGE VIEW as

select RESEARCH�GROUP�Name as GroupName� Topic� PERSON�IN�GROUP�Name as MemberName

from RESEARCH�GROUP� PERSON�IN�GROUP

where RESEARCH�GROUP�Name � PERSON�IN�GROUP�Group

Once we have designed the view� to be able to �ll�out actual pages based on the database content�
we need to associate each attribute in the page�scheme with the corresponding view attribute� more
important� we need to specify how URLs are to be generated starting from database values� in order
to assign a distinct URL to each new page� and to be able to link pages together� In Araneus�
this is process is based on the Penelope language� which allows to specify the mapping between
the hypertext and the database� in order to generate actual pages�
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� Penelope� Syntax and Semantics

Penelope is a language for automatically generating complex hypertexts starting from a database�
It supports both push and pull �
�� solutions� it can either generate and materialize hypertext pages
starting from the database content� or be used to dynamically generate pages upon request� In this
paragraph� we �rst discuss how pages can be materialized and correlated in a complex hypertext�
and then show how this technique can be extended in order to generate single pages upon request�

The page organization is described in Penelope using DEFINE PAGE statements� Each de�ne
statement is associated with a speci�c page�scheme� and essentially speci�es how to �ll�out pages
based on attributes of the corresponding database table �view�� The page generation process
in Penelope has two distinctive features� �rst� a suitable URL invention mechanism borrowed
from object�oriented databases is used to correlate single pages and generate a complex hypertext�
moreover� in order to keep track of the structure� Penelope automatically adds meta�information
to the derived pages� Meta�tags are used to mark relevant attributes inside pages� so that their
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values can be easily extracted from the HTML sources�
The URL invention mechanism is based on the use of local URLs� Local URLs are used to

identify new pages� they can be either constant strings� or strings built using the function symbol
URL from attributes in relations� For example result�html is a constant local URL� whereas
URL	
GroupName�� denotes a local URL built from values of database attribute GroupName� A
DEFINE PAGE statement has the form�

DEFINE PAGE P �UNIQUE�
AS S

FROM R�� R�� � � � � Rn

IN DB

where� �i� P is the page�scheme name� �ii� DB is a database� �iii� R�� R�� � � � � Rn are tables in DB
or SQL views over DB� and �iv� S describes the page structure� by specifying the page attributes�
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their type� and their correspondence with database attributes� The presence of the UNIQUE keyword
speci�es that the de�ned page�scheme is unique� its absence that it is not unique��

Consider for example page�scheme RESEARCH�GROUP�PAGE in Figure ��� It contains a monoval�
ued attribute� of type TEXT� i�e�� the group name� plus two multivalued attributes� corresponding
to the list of research topics and group members respectively� The associated database view�
called RESEARCH�GROUP�PAGE�VIEW� has attributes GroupName� Topic� MemberName� The follow�
ing Penelope statement is used to generate the corresponding pages�

DEFINE PAGE RESEARCH GROUP PAGE

AS URL URL��GroupName���

GName� TEXT �GroupName��

TopicList� LIST OF �Topic� TEXT �Topic���

MemberList� LIST OF �LINK TO PROFESSOR PAGE UNION STUDENT PAGE

�Name� TEXT �MemberName��

ToMemberPage� REF�TO URL��MemberName�����

FROM RESEARCH GROUP PAGE VIEW

IN DEPTDB

This statement generates the HTML code for the new pages� It is easy to see that the statement
closely resembles the page�scheme structure� Note how the IN clause is used to specify the starting
database� which we have called DEPTDB� and the FROM clause indicates which database table�s�
or view contains data relevant for the pages� The main part of the statement is the AS clause�
describing how to �ll�out data in the page� It speci�es that a new page with a di�erent URL is
to be created for each di�erent research group� clearly� URLs for these pages have to be generated
by the system� and each time a page is created� a new� di�erent URL is needed� We use function
terms to generate URLs� in fact� term URL	
GroupName�� speci�es that the system has to generate
an URL for each page� and that the URL must be uniquely associated with a value of attribute
GroupName in relation RESEARCH GROUP PAGE VIEW�� in this way� a di�erent page will be created for
each di�erent research group name�

The DEFINE PAGE statement also describes how pages must be �lled�out starting from attributes
in the relation� For example� the de�nition of attribute GName of type TEXT speci�es that each page
will report the research group name� as speci�ed in the adm scheme� and that the corresponding
values come from attribute GroupName of the database view� Note also how local URLs are used
to link pages together� In the previous example� we need to specify that� coherently with the page�
scheme structure� each page must contain a list of group members� and that� for each member� a
link to the corresponding page must be present� these may be either professor or student home
pages� In the statement� for each item in list MemberList� we use as an anchor the member name�
i�e�� a descriptive key of the corresponding page�schemes� then� to link list items to the appropriate
pages� we use as a value for the link reference function term URL	
MemberName��� this enforces the
correct reference as long as URLs for professor and student pages will be generated using the same
function term�

A sample page generated by the previous statement is reported in Figure ���
So far� we have assumed that pages generated by Penelope are materialized and stored in

HTML �les� However� in some cases� this is not the right solution� In fact� pages containing data
to be updated frequently might be out�of�date� and re�generating the pages periodically may require

�To avoid inconsistencies� we have to impose some constraints for unique page�schemes� for example� the corre�
sponding local URL must be a constant string� second� the associated page structure must contain a single attribute�
which has to be multivalued�

�This technique is somehow similar to the use of Skolem functors to invent new OID	s in object�oriented
databases �
���
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�HTML� �HEAD� �TITLE�Research Group Page��TITLE�

�	��PAGE�SCHEME Research
Group
Page

GName � TEXT�

TopicList � LIST�OF �Topic � TEXT���

MemberList � �Name � TEXT�

ToMemberPage � LINK�TO ProfessorPage UNION StudentPage��

END ���

��HEAD��BODY BGCOLOR��FFFFFF��



�CENTER��H���	��GName���Database Group�	���GName�����H����CENTER��HR�

�CENTER��TABLE CELLPADDING��� COLS�� WIDTH�����

�TR��TD��H��Topics���H���P��HR���TD�

�TD��	��TopicList���

� �I��	��Topic���Database Theory�	���Topic�����I���BR�

� �I��	��Topic���Databases and the Web�	���Topic�����I���BR�



�	���TopicList�����TD���TR�

�TR��TD��H��Members���H���P��HR���TD�

�TD��UL��	��MemberList���

�LI��	��ToMemberPage����A HREF���ProfessorPage�johndoehtml���	���ToMemberPage���

�	��Name���John Doe�	���Name�����A���LI���P�

�LI��	��ToMemberPage����A HREF���ProfessorPage�franksmithhtml���	���ToMemberPage���

�	��Name���Frank Smith�	���Name�����A���LI���P�



�	���MemberList�����UL���TR�

��TABLE�



Figure ��� A sample page with the associated HTML source
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some time� Consider for example the seminar list page� seminars presumably need to be updated
regularly� to add new ones and delete old announcements� Thus� it would be desirable� instead of
storing the seminar list in a HTML �le� to generate it upon request starting from the database
content� The URL�speci�cation mechanism of Penelope can be easily extended in order to achieve
this goal� The idea� here� is that� whenever linking the seminar list page� instead of referencing a
�le name� a URL corresponding to a suitable Penelope query can be used� this particular query
is to be executed using the CGI interface whenever the page is requested and is used to access the
database and generate a single page�� instead of the whole site� In this way� the seminar list page
may be kept virtual� in order to avoid inconsistencies with respect to the database�

Thus� the highest �exibility in the page generation process corresponds to using both material�
ized and virtual queries� the �rst for more stable pages� to be updated regularly� and the latter for
pages with a higher dynamics�

	
� Marking the Structure with Meta�Information

A Web site is usually considered as a loosely structured repository� However� in our case� the
adm scheme provides a concise and structured description of the site content� in the database
spirit� Thus� we would like to keep track of such structure when generating HTML �les� and make
it somehow accessible to users� The way Penelope does this is by adding meta�tags to HTML
pages� in order to mark the structure� These meta�tags are embedded in HTML comments� and
thus are completely transparent to ordinary Web browsers� however� they can be used by more
sophisticated tools in order to extract relevant pieces of information from the page�

Consider for example the HTML source shown in Figure ��� Some hidden tags have been added�
beside actual data to be displayed� The �rst of these tags� in the page header� 
�� PAGE�SCHEME

Research Group Page ��� ���� describes the structure of the page�scheme according to which
the page is organized� Then� for each attribute in the page� the corresponding value is marked by
suitable meta�tags in order to easily recognize and extract the value�

Once the page has been organized in this way� several tools can be used to query the site� i�e��
to automatically navigate the site to extract information based on high�level queries� this is often
desirable when accessing large amounts of data� in order to avoid the usual disorientation associated
with browsing� Ulixes ���� ��� is a tool we have explicitly designed to this end� queries over a site
can be expressed based on the corresponding adm scheme using simple path�expressions� in order
to access pages and store data in a local database� as an alternative� straightforward extensions of
W�QS ��
� or WebSQL ���� could be used� or even a combination of a HTTP robot and grammar
parser� In this way� the resulting site is not only a bunch of HTML �les� but a highly structured
repository that can be either browsed or queried� thus making data access more e�ective�
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�This process is straightforward for unique page�schemes� it is slightly more complex when a speci�c instance of
a non�unique page�scheme is to be generated� in fact� in this case� appropriate selections have to be made on the
database in order to extract only data relevant for the page� this can be done by specifying in the FROM clause of the
DEFINE PAGE statement a suitable SQL query based on appropriate attribute values�
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